
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Essential Services within the Great Sandy Area K’gari (Fraser 
Island) National Park  

Unless you’ve been in outer space or 20,000 leagues under the sea, COVID-19 has affected everyone including 
the day to day work of all Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service & Partnerships (QPWS&P) personnel, from 
the city to the regional offices and remote areas of K’gari. As isolation measures continued around the 
country, the QPWS&P offices, campgrounds and day-use areas have been closed for public safety against this 
deadly and economically devastating virus.  

Great Sandy National Park - K’gari (Fraser Island) section essential operations are being maintained by a 
contingent of Queensland Police Service, Queensland Ambulance Service and QPWS field staff, supported by 
operational and management personnel working from isolation areas such as home or a limited office 
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Welcome to the May issue of the FINIA 
newsletter. These are strange times indeed with 
COVID-19 playing havoc with society worldwide 
and K’gari officially shut to all non-essential 
visitors.  

This is a tough time for all our weeding 
volunteers - not being able to get in and get their 
hands dirty, but a welcome opportunity for the 
island to “take a breath” and for essential staff to 
undertake important work for the island.  To all 
of them, we would like to say THANK YOU. 

       The Editor 

 

K’gari’s enjoying some down time from all but essential services  
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presence. The remaining rangers on K’gari are fortunate that the local stakeholders have been vigilant in 
screening all who access the island via barge. Travel by residents and essential workers is permitted for 
essential travel only. A local police presence has been instrumental in ensuring compliance and working with 
the local essential ambulance personnel and rangers - at a distance, of course.   

These actions have prevented the issues our mainland counterparts have experienced; where an increase in 
visitors to their parks during the week has included people frantically trying to escape the confines of their 
homes, homeless people seeking shelter, backpackers in vans looking for a place to go, and families trying to 
keep their kids entertained by bushwalking or swimming in water holes.  They watch in disbelief as car after 
car full of people ignore and remove barriers to gain access. This puts these rangers at risk through 
unnecessary public contact during this time, by having to deal with people who are potentially distraught, 
angry or COVID-19 infected. 

For the typical ranger workplace, a few adaptive changes and creative solutions have been incorporated to 
accommodate the ‘Working in remote areas’ policy of rangers working in pairs for safety reasons but have 
to adhere to COVID-19 separation. For example, working around sharing a 2-seater land cruiser ute with 
someone and keep a social distance of 1.5m, lifting or rolling heavy objects in a remote location that requires 
two people or sharing offices and attending virtual meetings in phone service challenged areas. These 
problems are being worked around while using plenty of sanitiser and disinfectant. 

In the words of Monty Python, always look on the bright side of life. The up-side for K’gari is a temporary rest 
in high visitor-use areas such as Boorangoora (Lake McKenzie), the eastern beach, Eli Creek, camping zones 
and Central Station. The usually visible wongari (dingoes) have noticeably disappeared inland, while rangers 
are thrilled not to have to clean toilets daily. Instead, the remaining staff are maintaining ‘dingo-safe’ 
activities, maintaining essential roads, preparing for approved hazard reduction and ecological burns, 
catching up on pest plant species management, and infrastructure maintenance ready for the Islands 
reopening.  

Field rangers are unable to work from home, and their jobs are essential to the public.  K’gari is thriving in 
the reprieve from normal disturbances and getting some breathing space (and rain).  Nature reminds us that 
things constantly change and adaptation is the key to survival.   

Article contributed by the Great Sandy National Park, K’gari (Fraser Island) NRM team, Queensland Parks 
and Wildlife Service and Partnerships, Great Sandy National Park 

 

K'gari (Fraser Island) CLOSED to all visitors due to COVID-19 
Currently applies until 31 May 2020 

Due to the COVID-19 social distancing and essential travel requirements, travel to K'gari (Fraser Island) is 
restricted to island community residents, resort caretakers, island businesses and those providing essential 
services until further notice. This is a necessary precaution to safeguard the health and safety of the local 
community.  

Maritime Safety Queensland under the Disaster Management Act 2003, has also enforced a 100m exclusion 
zone in waters around K’gari for all recreational vessels from 30 March to 29 May, unless otherwise advised. 
This notice is for pleasure craft only, and not for commercial/emergency services, marine rescue and essential 
services for the Island (Manta Ray and Kingfisher barges, etc.). 
 
Travel restrictions on K’gari 
Travel by residents and essential workers is permitted for essential travel only. Those travelling between the 
island and mainland must show proof of their permanent island residential address. Queensland police 
officers will be stationed at island barges and will be checking all travellers to confirm they meet the 
residential and essential travel requirements before granting access to K’gari. 
 
In line with the COVID-19 travel restrictions, several road closures are in place. 
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Roads OPEN: 

• Eastern Beach 

• Orchid Beach to Middle Rocks (both directions) 

• Indian Head bypass 

• Poyungan bypass 

• Yidney bypass 

• Cornwells Road 

• Eurong to King Fisher Bay Resort via Cornwells, Pile Valley and Eurong roads. 

Roads OPEN for EMERGENCY purposes only: 

• Wanggoolba – Central Road 

• Hook Point Inland Road 

• Dillingham's Road 

• Ungowa Road 

• Wathumba Road 

Within Fraser Island Recreation Area, all camping areas, visitor facilities, day-use areas, walking tracks and 
some roads are closed until further notice.  People should not visit any closed areas, unless authorised, for 
their and their community’s safety and protection. Compliance with the closures will be monitored. See here 
for further information regarding restricted access.  
 
For more information on the current COVID-19 restrictions for K’gari, please check Queensland Health, Fraser 
Coast Regional Council and the Department of Environment and Science website and park alerts regularly for 
updates. 

Contributed by Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service & Partnerships 

The people of Fraser Island:  
Working through 250 years of racial double coding 
 
I am from the Wondunna Clan of the Badtjala nation. Our traditional country is the region encompassing all 
of Fraser Island. On the mainland, our traditional boundaries extend from Double Island Point in the south, 
to Bauple Mountain in the west and the mouth of the Burrum River in the north. We speak as a sovereign 
nation as our rights have not been ceded. 
 
In the historiography of place, there have been many events that have shaped who we are as a people beyond 
our control. In a European linear narrative, one of those key dates was 1836 when the Badtjala name for our 
island K’gari became known as Fraser Island after the shipwreck of a white woman, Eliza Fraser and her 
husband Captain James Fraser who carried this surname. To reintroduce our language back into common 
usage has been an active and ongoing trait of the tenacity of the Badtjala people today. My story will not be 
a linear retelling but one with a Badtjala lens as seen through the eyes of an artist and academic. 
 
Our first brush with English men goes back even further to an encounter on the 20 May 1770. The Badtjala 
people are unique because not many in the world would be aware, we have a song existing from 1770 that 
talks about the Endeavour voyage sailing past our country on the east coast of Australia when the first 
Aboriginal racial double coding took place. Indeed, many Aboriginal sovereign nations watched this vessel 
sail up the east coast passing nation after nation for days communicating with one another about its progress. 
The gaze went both ways. The intensity of the unknown from both races, I imagine, would have created a 
heightened sense of vigilance. 
 
The Badtjala recorded this encounter in song: The ship rose up out of the sea like cloud, and kept near land 
for three or four days, One day it came in very close to Takky Wooroo (Indian Head). And they saw many men 
walking around on it. They asked each other who are these strangers? And where are they going? What I love 
about this song are the layers of metaphors contained within this verse.  
 

https://www.health.qld.gov.au/system-governance/legislation/cho-public-health-directions-under-expanded-public-health-act-powers/restricted-access-to-designated-areas-direction
https://www.health.qld.gov.au/system-governance/legislation/cho-public-health-directions-under-expanded-public-health-act-powers/home-confinement-movement-gathering-direction
https://www.frasercoast.qld.gov.au/news/article/781/fraser-island-closed-to-visitors-but-not-residents
https://www.frasercoast.qld.gov.au/news/article/781/fraser-island-closed-to-visitors-but-not-residents
https://www.des.qld.gov.au/
https://parks.des.qld.gov.au/park-alerts/
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One of those strangers was Captain James Cook, who named three sites on Badtjala country. The first naming 
by the British is the most interesting. For a volcanic headland on K’gari, he called it Indian Head, and this goes 
to the crux of the construct of race and its definition to, “categorize and rank groups”. At this stage, the 
British had not worked out the hair texture of this new race. It was not woolly like a negro’s they noted. 
Nicolas Thomas writes an observation made about Aboriginal people, “their hair which was not woolly or 
frizzled but as Cook put it ‘black and lank and much like ours.’”  
 
At the site of the first Aboriginals, Captain James Cook and Sir Joseph Banks were engaged in a discussion 
about their skin colour and hair texture to try and define this new race of humans. Not wanting to classify 
them as negroes, they referred to them as Indian at different stages. The evidence is writ large and left behind 
by Cook for all to witness when he renamed the spot Indian Head. 
 
The rocky outcrop was not named because it 
looked like an Indian’s Head but because of 
the thousands of Badtjala people amassed 
on top of the rock observing them. 
Unfortunately, Nicolas Thomas does not 
write about this encounter in his publication, 
Cook: The Extraordinary Voyages of Captain 
James Cook. I assume Thomas is not aware of 
the existence of the Badtjala people and their 
song, like many of the international tourists 
who visit the island on a daily basis.  
 
This brings me to Alexis Wright’s 2016 article 
in Meanjin when she argues, “the physical 
control and psychological invasion of Aboriginal people has continued as it began, from the racist stories told 
about Aboriginal people from the beginning of colonisation two centuries ago.” Aboriginal artists, Aboriginal 
public intellectuals, Aboriginal academics and Aboriginal writers have been at the forefront in changing the 
dominant colonial narrative of invasion and sovereign warfare.  
 
In Bruce Pascoe’s publication, Salt, he states, “Any nation’s artists and thinkers set the tone and breadth of 
national conversation.” In Australia, that national conversation must take into account the invasion and 
subsequent frontier wars of Australia and reparations to the sovereign Aboriginal nations from this continent.  
  

De-colonising the histories of Queensland has 
been a lifetime passion of mine. As a five-year 
child, I remember looking across to K’gari and 
experiencing a deep sense of loss. It was a loss 
for my country, for my culture, and for my old 
people.  
 
Growing up from an early age, I wanted to 
know more because I have an intellect and am 
curious. That is not a crime. I became a 
racialised person—not from my family, but by 
others—when I entered the school gates at 
Urangan, Hervey Bay. My parents faced much 
racism in the 1970s and at one point were 

forced to move to Mt. Isa to escape the pressures of race hatred because of their mixed marriage. By then, I 
was in third grade. 
 
Racism in this country is a topic we like to avoid discussing, but it manifests itself everywhere. It is a societal 
burden I’ve learned to carry—that gaze wrapped up in judgment from a white society and white individuals. 
For me, it manifests itself in everyday educational environments, including my present-day status as a Doctor 
at Griffith University. 

Fiona Foley, Horror Has A Face #8. (2017) Fujiflex Digital Print. Edition 15. 45 × 80 
cm. Watching and Waiting.   

Fiona Foley, Horror Has A Face #18. (2017) Fujiflex Digital Print. Edition 15. 45 × 
80 cm. Silent Witnesses.  
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As an adult, I can reflect on a broader understanding that many in Australia carry deep psychological scars 
from what Judy Atkinson terms “generational trauma.” Aboriginal people were not allowed to bury our dead 
after massacres had taken place. I believe this country carries deep wounds from the trauma of these frontier 
wars. We carry it inside our souls, whether we are conscious of them or not. The brutality, in turn, has also 
affected the perpetrators and their descendants. 

 
I did not know I was destined to be an artist, 
but my art practice has sustained me for the 
past 35 years. In 1986, while studying in the 
sculpture department at Sydney College of 
the Arts, I created a sculpture based on a 
story my mother, Shirley Foley, told me 
about a massacre on my country along the 
Susan River.  
 
Many oral histories of genocide are carried, 
in the living memory, by Aboriginal people. 
That image stayed with me of Badtjala 
people being maimed, killed, or fleeing on 
foot. It was a powerful history to carry and to 
make of it - something. The sculpture I 

created back as a 22-year-old art student was 
titled, Annihilation of the Blacks and was 

bought by the National Museum of Australia. According to the National Gallery in Australia, it is one of the 
museum’s “first major acquisitions of a city-based Aboriginal artist” (Quail 2000).  
 
Aboriginal art and politics have had an uneasy 
relationship in this country. Years after the initial 
purchase of my sculpture, Annihilation of the 
Blacks courted controversy from the John Howard 
government in the early 2000s and played a role in 
the History Wars unfolding nationally. In 2003, the 
National Museum of Australia produced 
“Contested Frontiers,” an exhibition with a 
companion book that reconsidered the primacy of 
frontier violence and the impact of generations of 
forced separations, known as the “stolen 
generations,” of Aboriginal children from their 
parents (Attwood and Foster 2003). After 
conservative commentators protested the 
exhibition, the museum board did not renew 
director, Dawn Casey’s contract, which signalled, 
to both artists and curators, a wave of censorship 
in public institutions.  
 
Contested Frontiers challenged a statement that I have often heard from white Australians: “Australia was 
settled peacefully”. In fact, we were not passive in the takeover of our country. Every inch of Queensland soil 
has been fought over and bloodied. The history of Queensland’s occupation and resistance is not taught in 
schools or universities. It is a history I’ve pieced together through reading books since the age of 24. I wanted 
to learn more about the attitudes held by colonial men and women, and the Aboriginal people who 
repeatedly attacked their invaders with strategic guerrilla wars. In 2008, I created Dispersed after reading 

Fiona Foley, Annihilation of the Blacks (1986). Permanent collection of 
the National Museum of Australia, Canberra. Image reproduced 
courtesy of the artist. 

Shirley Foley on K’gari (Fraser Island). Photograph courtesy of Fiona Foley. 
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historians such as Rosalind Kidd, Tony Roberts, Raymond Evans, and Jonathan Richards (Kidd 1997, Roberts 
2005, Evans 2007, Richards 2008).  

Like my known and unknown ancestors, my life has been about the fight for justice for Aboriginal people: 
telling the true history of Australia. My platform has been through the visual arts, which has included solo 
exhibitions, public art commissions, a PhD, and a publication titled Biting the Clouds (UQ Press, 2020). Over 
decades my research has taken me into areas of Queensland’s hidden histories. 
 
There is a long history of opium use in Queensland up until 
it became illegal in 1897 when legislation was introduced 
with the long title, The Aboriginals Protection and 
Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act. My grandfather 
Horace Wondunna and great grandfather Fred Wondunna 
did not come under the Act due to clause 10, which states.  

10. Every aboriginal who is—  

(a)  Lawfully employed by any person under the provisions 
of this Act or the Regulations, or under any other law in 
force in Queensland;  
(b)  The holder of a permit to be absent from a reserve; or  
(c)  A female lawfully married to, and residing with, a 
husband who is not himself an aboriginal;  
(d)  Or for whom in the opinion of the Minister satisfactory 
provision is otherwise made;  
shall be excepted from the provisions of the last preceding 
section.  

Clause 10 of The Act saved my extended family from a 
mission life as my patrilineal line were employed either in 
the fishing industry or the timber industry on K’gari. They 
were strong individuals who led independent lives free of 
government control.  

My grandfather, Horace Wondunna, was to die young aged 31. This tragedy set in train a momentous change 
for the lives of his children. That fateful fishing trip would have been the last payment on his commercial 
fishing boat. His body was never found, lost at sea. He is remembered on the plaque along with others, In 
Memory of Fishermen Lost at Sea, Urangan. He left behind four children Noela, Coygne, Horace, Shirley and 
wife Alma. This meant that my mother (Shirley), the youngest of the four children never grew up knowing 
her father. Yet she too would inherit a decisive strength of character and an independent way of viewing the 
world. 

Fiona Foley, Dispersed (2008). Charred laminated wood, polished aluminium, 303” calibre bullets (blank). Each letter 51 cm high x 25 cm wide. 
Permanent collection of the National Gallery of Australia, Canberra. Image courtesy of the artist.  
 

Cover of Biting the Clouds – a Badtjala perspective on the 
Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium 
Act, 1897, by Fiona Foley. 
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Legacies 

In 1986 the newspaper headline read, Fraser Island Lease Sought accompanied by an image of my mother 
Shirley Foley teaching Aboriginal culture at Hervey Bay College. She was a community leader and understood 
how to involve political figures and key advocates to support visionary, large scale projects. At an early stage, 
the project had the working title Hervey Bay Aboriginal Education and Culture Centre, but would later be 
recognised as Thoorgine Education and Culture Centre. Mum’s dream and one that my family also lived and 
breathed alongside her was to get land back on Fraser Island. Our old people had all been removed in 1904 
by the Anglican church and supported by the state. This meant that our relationship to the island was always 
one of longing to get back. Decades filled with ‘cultural deprivation’. 

The Chronicle article stated an Aboriginal group had applied for a 6-hectare parcel of land on K’gari. The local 
Mayor, Ald. Judy Rice and politician Bob Katter and Queensland University anthropologist Dr Peter Lauer 
were fully supporting the venture. A 20-year, Queensland Special Lease for 6.005 hectares of land did 
eventuate but a few years later commencing on 1 January 1990 adjacent to the Worali Road. Mum was a 
visionary and dreamed big. This was a huge achievement long before Native Title was granted in 2014 to the 
Badtjala people. 

Her passions in life were many, from the 
retrieval of Badtjala language to cultural 
exchanges with other Aboriginal people 
from Maningrida (Arnhem Land), the 
Mutitjulu community (Uluru) and 
Tasmanian women weavers. She hosted 
large workshops at Thoorgine and other 
places on the island with the assistance of 
QPWS over the years with whom she had 
built a great relationship.  

Mum passed away in 2000 aged 62, still 
active in the community and working with 
education as an adopted elder with 
Urangan Point Primary School. She always 
saw the future through educating children 
from all backgrounds. She had set up two 

scholarships with the local university. One was named the Horace Wondunna Scholarship after her father 
and the Wondunna Scholarship named after our clan. Looking back over the past twenty years, it seems to 
me how quickly we can lose sight of important legacies if they are not talked about and celebrated. In my 
community today, her name and cultural leadership do not rate a mention.  

That is why it was important for me to look at mum’s work again in the area of Badtjala language retrieval 
and maintenance in 2019 the International Year of Indigenous Languages. Over many years one of her 
outstanding legacies was the out of print, Badtjala- English English – Badtjala Word List, first published in 
1996. A comprehensive gathering of Badtjala words structured into subheadings and categories. This level of 
scholarship would be worthy of a PhD in the academy, but mum only attained a grade 6 education due to 
poverty being raised by a single parent.  

Mum’s work activated the third and fourth iteration of the Badtjala Dictionary in 2018 and 2019 and a short 
film titled, Out of the Sea Like Cloud. The film was set over two locations on K’gari at Takky Wooroo and a 
historical building on Wharf Street, Maryborough where I created with set designer Scott Harrower a 
luxurious and textured opium den. Two historical timelines are present in the film, from 1770 and 1897. The 
song features the English translation and re-presents new verses in our Badtjala language for the first time 
of the Endeavour encounter.  
 
I commissioned Teila Watson, also known as Ancestress, to write and record a new song using the Badtjala 
Dictionary. When Teila first sang the song to me, I had tears rolling down my cheeks; it was the first time the 

Cover of the Badtjala – English, English – Badtjala Word List, 2018, Illustrated by 
Dr Fiona Foley  
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full weight of my mother’s work had been activated in such a space. I got to witness all of her hard work in 
that instance through that solo rendition. Teila also plays the character named ‘spirit woman’ in the film. The 
other lead actor is Joe Gala, who keeps the film moving along through his various antics and realisations. 
 
The production was an epic feat filming at Indian Head racing against king tides and full moon. We were able 
to access the Endeavour replica owned by the Maritime Museum in Sydney for authenticity. The cast 
comprised of eleven non-actors from the region and we premiered the film on 14 December at the Gallery 
of Modern Art, Brisbane.  
 
I learnt many things off my mother and had a close relationship with her. Shirley Foley was a powerhouse of 
determination in promoting Badtjala culture wherever she went. I am sure I have inherited that from her. 

Article submitted by Dr Fiona Foley 

 

If you missed Dr Keto’s address, you can still catch it here 

Article contributed by Peter Shooter, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation 

Marine Turtle Nest Relocation, Predation, and Population Survey  
Sandy Cape, K’gari (Fraser Island) 2019-20 

Overview: 

Green marine turtles are listed as Vulnerable but have been gradually increasing in numbers at about 3% a 
year in the Southern Great Barrier Reef through to Southern Queensland since the early 1950’s when all 
marine turtles became protected species in Queensland. 

Loggerheads are listed as Endangered and were heavily impacted by the trawl fishery before the introduction 
of TEDs (Turtle Exclusion Devices) in the 1990s. While the mainland rookeries have recovered to about 80% 
of their 1960s numbers, the Great Barrier Reef island rookeries have only recovered to about 20%.  Sandy 

https://abcmedia.akamaized.net/rn/podcast/2020/04/bia_20200423.mp3
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Cape is a part of the Bundaberg Coast-mainland population, 
with the occasional turtle nesting at both rookeries, and the 
population synchronizing at about 11% of Mon Repos for 
most of the 17 years from 1994 when an annual census was 
conducted for the last two weeks of each December. 

An estimated 44 loggerheads currently nest at Sandy Cape 
each year.   

Green turtle numbers vary dramatically from season to 
season, and we hope to be able to estimate this season’s 
population from three short 6/7/6-day track count surveys 
taken in late November, late December, and early February.  

Monitoring/Nest relocation & Predation Survey time frame: 

The loggerhead turtle nest relocation project is carried out 
annually from 20 November to 20 February. 

This season there was a nest predation survey conducted on 
green turtle nests, with a snapshot for seven days from 22 
December, and six days from 7 February, following on from a 
similar survey for the December 2018 period last season. 

Sadly, not all spaces in the roster were filled due to health and 
other issues, which resulted in many loggerhead nests lost to 
predation by dingoes over 4 of the busiest nine weeks of the 
season which are between 1 December and 31 January. 

Nest Relocation: 

Thirty-four loggerhead nests were relocated to the secure aluminium mesh relocation cages.  Even during 
the relocation patrols, numerous loggerhead nests were totally or partially predated by dingoes before the 
Volunteer Caretakers reached them.   

Predation Survey: 

Sixty-one green nests were staked on the beach with pegs in 
December and monitored each week. As of the 24/03/2020, 60 of 
the staked nests were totally or partially predated.   

This makes a compelling case for the necessity to intervene and 
relocate nests of the endangered loggerhead.  

During monitoring, 44 greens have been tagged with titanium 
flipper tags. Those turtles that already had one tag had another tag 
inserted.  All other turtles had two tags inserted. This assists in 
gathering /adding more data.  Green turtle nests are not relocated, 
nor are they monitored for hatchling/shell count and success rate 
(as are the loggerhead clutches relocated to the cages.) 

Beach Conditions: 

At times beach conditions for driving were excellent (like an airstrip all the way). However, with 2m tides and 
strong northerlies causing severe erosion, the situation on the beach could change overnight, to gutters and 
melon holes.  A considerable amount of pumice stone was washed up onto the beaches in early February 
making discovery and identification of turtle tracks in some places more difficult. 

A huge green turtle digs a body pit at Sandy Cape (Photo: 
Lesley Bradley) 
 

Volunteers Dave & Ellen Dean relocating Endangered 
loggerhead eggs, Sandy Cape (Photo: Lesley Bradley) 
 

Caught in the act – a goanna raids a nest (Photo: 
Lesley Bradley) 
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At one stage, Browns Rocks’ cage was inaccessible because of 
a 3m bank, so nests were relocated to Carrie cage. Carrie cage 
may need to be moved next season because of tree roots. 
Tree/grass roots absorb the moisture in the sand, which is 
detrimental to the development of the hatchling. 

Tide times govern when patrols are carried out - either day or 
night.  The monitoring was delayed a day, on 7 February, as 
243mm of rain washed out all turtle tracks on the beach.  

Satellite tracking:  

This season no satellite trackers were attached to Sandy Cape 
turtles.  The tracking of 26 male and female green and 
loggerhead turtles conducted in previous years at Sandy Cape 
provided data to support, or propose extensions, to Great 
Sandy Marine Park zoning (to protect the turtles with Go-Slow 
and Green Zones during their courting and inter-nesting times). Courting takes place from the end of 
September to early December, and they nest from early October to late March coming ashore between 3 
and 8 times a season each, with about a 15-day inter-nesting period in-between. 

Satellite trackers also provide a broader picture of the turtle’s life cycle - the inter-nesting and courting 
habitat, and then at the end of the season the migratory pathways, and home range foraging habitats, which 
are between a hundred kilometres to three thousand kilometres away. 

Over the last two nesting seasons, trackers were attached to two female loggerhead turtles nesting in Hervey 
Bay to provide data on inter-nesting habits of loggerheads on the Wide Bay coast. 

Thank you to the Volunteer Caretakers for providing the data from the Sandy Cape Nest Relocation and 
Predation Survey Program. 

Report submitted by Lesley Bradley & Aub Strydom  

Winged wanderers migrating north through the Great Sandy Area 

Butterflies are booming after drought-breaking rains 
with large numbers of blue butterflies observed heading 
north within the Great Sandy Area.  

The blue tiger butterfly Tirumala hamata (subfamily 
Danianae) are mostly a tropical butterfly and the 
longest-lived of all species (up to six months). A close 
relation of the better known wanderer and lesser 
wanderer butterflies, sharing several traits with them. 

They feed commonly on toxic Asclepiadacea (milkweed) 
plants and vines including the corky milk vine (Secamone 
elliptica) on K’gari. These plants contain several 
poisonous chemicals that prevent most animals 
predating on it, except the blue tiger larvae. The larvae 

consume the vine which allows the poisonous chemicals to pass to the shiny green pupae which have golden 
spots, and adult butterflies. These toxins also assist in protecting adult butterflies from being eaten by birds, 
as they have learnt they get sick from ingesting blue tigers.  

They are strong but slow flyers, having been recorded as far away from Australia as Lord Howe Island, Norfolk 
Island and New Zealand. Long periods are spent resting in sheltered areas by the tens of thousands during 
winter.  

Travelling through a cloud of migrating Blue Tiger Butterflies – Eastern 
Beach, K’gari (Photo: QPWS&P) 

 

Sites of the Sandy Cape Relocation Cages and route of 
the 42 Km beach patrol (Image: Lesley Bradley) 
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At this time of year, they migrate north. Large clouds of tens of thousands have been seen flying along the 
eastern QLD coastline past Cooloola and K’gari. 

Article contributed by the NRM team, QPWS&P, Great Sandy National Park 

Tiger Time! 
It’s eerily quiet on the island during the shutdown 
because of Covid-19. However, some small things keep 
us entertained during our isolation. 

Friday, March 22 saw the annual invasion of the blue 
tiger butterfly (Tirumala Hamata) at the beginning of 
their northern migration. The blue tiger butterflies 
began arriving in their thousands, crossing the beach 
on their way back north. 

Since then, the adult butterflies stopped off to “fuel up” 
for the remainder of their migration taking advantage 
of the prolific flowering of the red ash aka soap trees 
(Alphitonia excelsa).  

There have been a few blue tiger butterflies flitting around the garden at Eurong 
for several weeks, but after the rain stopped and the wind eased, they arrived in 
their multitudes. 

They are regarded as mostly a tropical species found in North Queensland, but 
they fly south during Spring and Summer and return north in Autumn to escape 
the cold. 

The high rainfall and hot temperatures lead to lush foliage on corky milk vine 
(Secamone elliptica) which is the principal food for the butterfly’s larvae. 

Then, on April 10, as if a signal had been given, the blue tiger butterflies resumed 
their migration, heading due north in their hundreds.   

Their migration takes place every year, but their sudden arrival and departure 
make for colourful entertainment. 

Article submitted by David Anderson, Fraser Island Association 

Great Sandy Strait Shorebird Course  
 
The Great Sandy Strait (the GSS) is a Ramsar site and an internationally significant site for shorebirds. For 
many years, QWSG has conducted regular shorebird surveys in the GSS. In January 2018, about 50 high tide 
roosts were surveyed, resulting in a total count of almost 21,000 shorebirds comprising 19 migratory species 
and seven resident species. 
 
With no plans to run a shorebird course in Brisbane near the end of 2019, the decision was taken to have a 
half-day course on 17 February at Maaroom, about 20 km south of Maryborough. Maaroom, in the heart of 
the GSS, and having one of the most accessible high tide roosts in the GSS, seemed an ideal place. The 
conveniently situated Maaroom Ratepayers and Community Hall was used for the presentations. 
 
The 38 participants enrolled in the course included Qld Parks and Wildlife Service officers, Butchulla Land and 
Sea Rangers, an indigenous ranger from Gidarjil Development Corporation Ltd, Conservation and Project 
Officers from the Dept of Environment and Science, an officer from the Fraser Coast Regional Council, 
members of the Birdwatchers of Hervey Bay, Gympie Field Naturalists, Wildlife Preservation Society Qld and 
Project Officer for the Mary River Catchment Coordinating Committee, as well as members of Birds Qld and 
QWSG. 

Blue tiger butterfly – March 2020 
(Photo: David Anderson) 

 

Blue tiger butterflies on red ash (Photo: David Anderson) 
 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos%2Failognom%2F45331514915&psig=AOvVaw3Rm22Ni6oqCA4CkTy7buSu&ust=1584770384184000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPDtko2wqOgCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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QWSG Chairperson, David Edwards, opened the proceedings explaining which species are regarded as a 
shorebird followed by an informative presentation on shorebird migration and breeding, finishing up on the 
conservation issues affecting shorebirds. After questions, QWSG stalwart and Secretary, Peter Rothlisberg, 
guided participants through a well-structured session giving tips on what to look for in identifying the species 
of shorebirds likely to be seen in the GSS.  
 

At the end of the presentations, all participants gathered at 
the high tide roost on the foreshore near the Maaroom boat 
ramp to test their newfound knowledge, with mixed 
outcomes. A lone black-tailed godwit among the flock of bar-
tailed godwit provided a good comparison of those species. 
While a few great knot were content roosting among the 
godwits, at least five red knot fed busily along the tide line 
also providing a good comparison of those species. 
Unfortunately, no far eastern curlew were present to 
compare with the single whimbrel that came in on the ebb 
tide. The following species of shorebirds were observed at 
the roost site: pied oystercatcher, red-capped plover, lesser 
sand plover, black-tailed godwit, bar-tailed godwit, 
whimbrel, marsh sandpiper, grey-tailed tattler, Terek 

sandpiper, great knot, red knot, red-necked stint and curlew sandpiper. 
 
Most participants were able to see the curlew sandpiper fitted with an orange leg flag, banded in Victoria.  
Some were fortunate to see what was believed to be a Taiwanese leg-flagged Terek Sandpiper among the 
c300 of its kind roosting along the tide line.  
 
Thanks must go to Sheryl Keates for organising the course, David and Peter for their presentations, Treasurer, 
Judith Giles for handling the payments and to the QWSG volunteers who helped out at the field trip. Thanks 
also to QWSG member Cecile Espigole for ensuring government and council staff, and members of various 
groups in the GSS area, were given the opportunity to attend the course. Cecile, Bill Price, Lesley and Don 
Bradley attended the course and helped with the field trip. Local QWSG counter John Bell also helped with 
the field trip. 

Article submitted by Arthur Keates, Queensland Wader Study Group 

Great Sandy Strait Shorebird Survey  

The first surveys of the Great Sandy Strait (GSS) region were completed by Peter Driscoll and published in 
Driscoll, P.V. (1993).  QWSG has continued extensive surveys of the region since February 1995, and in total 
(including those completed by Peter), 18 surveys have been undertaken.  

Timing for the most recent survey, held on 21-23 February this year, clashed with optimal dates selected for 
the count programme, which resulted in having to choose a weekend with a slightly higher tide than would 
have been preferred. Thankfully, weather conditions during most of the survey period were favourable with 

The line-up for the Maaroom Shorebird Training Course in 
February (Photo: Arthur Keates, QWSG) 
 

Bar-tailed godwits and the Great Sandy Strait’s shorebirds prepare to be counted (Photo: Lesley Bradley) 
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dry and warm days, but a moderate to strong south-easterly wind on the last day was uncomfortable for 
those in boats. Most sites were counted during Friday and Saturday, but a few were done on Sunday when 
there was some rain and stronger winds. 

No aerial count was conducted during this survey. In total, 59 sites were listed for counting by land and boat. 
Of the 59 sites, only 49 were surveyed.  Another site that had not been counted for 15 years was visited, 
bringing the total number of counts to 50. 

The total counts from the February survey were 20,161 migratory and 809 resident waders. The bar-tailed 
godwit count was 10,990, representing nearly 55% of the total migratory species counted. The next largest 
counts were whimbrel (1,846) and red-necked stint (1,793), followed by far eastern curlew (1,590). Of these 
four species, three (bar-tailed godwit, whimbrel and far eastern curlew), are in internationally significant 
numbers. The percentage of the flyway population for these species is bar-tailed godwit (3.3%), whimbrel 
(2.8%) and far eastern curlew (4.5%) (Hansen, B.D. et al.). Other birds counted during the survey comprised 
of waterbirds (1,301), raptors (35), seabirds (2), silver gull (135) and terns (1,286) made up of 6 species and, 
of those, 641 were greater crested tern. 

A flagged bird was reported from Moon Creek west entrance on Fraser Island during the survey period - a 
red-necked stint with black flag over yellow flag on the right tibia. The bird was flagged on the Kamchatka 
Peninsula in Russia. 

No breeding records were reported.   

Extracts of higher wader counts from the survey are listed below: 

• Red-capped plover: Garnet’s Lagoon No. 1 Hervey Bay (115), Inskip Pt. (105) 

• Lesser sand plover: Cooloola (422), Gables’s Pt. Rocks, Hervey Bay (286) 

• Greater sand plover: O’Regan’s Creek westside, Hervey Bay (160), Pt. Vernon, Hervey Bay (147) 

• Bar-tailed godwit: Inskip Pt. (2,800), Moon Pt. Fraser Island (1,570), Maaroom (1,580), Boonooroo Site 1 

(1,447) 

• Whimbrel: Puthoo Creek, Moon Pt. Fraser Island (315), Toowoora Creek, Stewart Island (244) 

• Far eastern curlew: Mangrove Pt. south claypan, Hervey Bay (386), Moon Pt. Fraser Island (230) 

• Marsh sandpiper: Maaroom (34) 

• Common greenshank: Tuan (52) 

• Grey-tailed tattler: mangroves West Carlo Island, Tin Can Bay (490) 

• Great knot: Maaroom (620) 

• Red knot: Maaroom (20) 

• Red-necked stint: Boonooroo Site 1 (797). 

Other species of interest observed on Fraser Island were four beach stone-curlew – Inskip Pt, six double-
banded plover – Garnet’s Lagoon No. 1, Hervey Bay, two Asian dowitcher – Inskip Pt, five black-tailed godwit 
– Maaroom, one brown noddy - Pelican Banks, Fraser Island and one black noddy – Inskip Pt. 

QWSG sincerely thanks Kristy Murray, John Schwarzrock, and Natalie Kastner from Queensland Parks and 
Wildlife Service, Department of Environment and Science (DES), for their assistance in organising and 
supplying vessels on Friday and Saturday to cover sites on Fraser Island and others within the GSS.   QWSG 
also sincerely thanks the following people for allowing survey teams onto or through their property to 
conduct the counts. Their cooperation is very much appreciated: Garnet Bengsten – the owner of Garnet’s 
Lagoons at River Heads, Hervey Bay, Lindsay & Noela Titmarsh – owners of Tandora on the Mary River, 
Maryborough, Jim and Jane Woods – owners of Woojari at Tinnanbar (access to Kauri Creek roost) and Len 
and Colleen Crossley – caretakers of Woojari at Tinnanbar during the owner’s absence. 

Special thanks to the counters for their assistance, without them these surveys would not be possible.  QWSG 
Members: John Bell, Rhianna Boyle, Donald & Lesley Bradley, Deirdre Chrzescijanski, Ken Cowell, Peter 
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Driscoll, David Edwards, Cecile Espigole, Micha Jackson, Rob Kernot, John Knight, Amelia Nielsen, Kelvin 
Nielsen, Will Price, Peter Rothlisberg,  Marilyn Sweetnam, Floss Wainwright, Dez Wells and Brad Woodworth.  
Birdwatchers of Hervey Bay Members: Jane Barnes, Alice Ekin, Frank Ekin, Bill Gauld, Evan Goodall, Kay 
Humphrey and Peter Tierney.  Queensland Parks and Wildlife (DES) staff:  Troy Broome, Rene Burgess, Natalie 
Kastner, Noah Poole and John Schwarzrock.  Other helpers:  Coryn Dennett and Peter Mansell. 

Article submitted by Linda Cross, Queensland Wader Study Group 

Breynia (or Coffee Bush) 

Breynia oblongifolia (Family: Phyllanthaceae) 

This beautiful native shrub grows along the east coast of 
Australia and into New Guinea. It can be found in 
rainforest, Eucalypt woodlands and even some Acacia 
woodland ecosystems. Breynia usually grows as an erect 
shrub, but if pruned or grown from cuttings, becomes an 
attractive bush. It produces small green flowers hidden 
underneath the oval-shaped leaves, followed by small 
fruit which turn red and then black when fully ripe. 

Breynia is useful in restoration as a pioneer for colonising 
disturbed sites. As it grows, it improves conditions for 
other native plants by providing shade, organic matter 
and attracting a variety of wildlife. Breynia are pollinated by Leafflower Moths (Epicephala species) which 
also lay eggs inside the flower ovary. This relationship is mutually beneficial as moth larvae then consume 
some of the developing seeds. 

It is a larval food plant for the Common Grass Yellow Butterfly (Eurema hecabe) -which explains why you’ll 
often see masses of yellow butterflies fluttering around the bushes - and also for Parallelia solomonensis and 
Phyllocnistis diaugella moths. At times the leaves are almost entirely stripped bare by hungry caterpillars, 
which only seems to strengthen the plant - it readily explodes with new growth soon after. Many different 
birds are attracted to Breynia. Some feed on caterpillar larvae (natural pest-control) while others are 
attracted to the fleshy fruit containing the seed (natural seed dispersal). Although quite tough once 
established, Breynia seedlings need shelter and a humus layer to germinate and survive. 

Breynia can easily be mistaken for Easter Cassia, so it’s important to take care during weeding activities. 
Easter Cassia leaves are opposite, while Breynia leaves are alternate (see images below). Breynia leaves also 
tend to be slightly pointed while those of Cassia are rounded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tiny Breynia oblongifolia seedling, Happy Valley 

 

 

 

 

Article contributed by Tina Raveneau, Senior Community Environment Officer, Fraser Coast Regional Council 

Opposite leaves of Easter cassia      Alternate leaves of Breynia 

Tiny Breynia oblongifolia seedling at Happy Valley (Photo: Tina 
Raveneau) 
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In it for the long term - the Sandy Cape Lighthouse Weeding Program 
 
Lighthouse keepers manned Sandy Cape Lighthouse between 1870 and 1997. Like many lighthouses in 
remote locations, supplies came in, but nothing left the site, with rubbish dumped ‘over the hill.’  With only 
tank water, hardy plants were introduced by keepers. Many of these survived and escaped, spreading out 
over 1Km radius. 

In 1997, Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service 
commenced a program to eradicate the garden 
escapees.  In 2008, the last ranger was withdrawn 
from Sandy Cape, and in 2007, a volunteer 
weeding program officially started. The 
partnership includes Sandy Cape Lighthouse 
Conservation Association (including Volunteer 
Caretakers Sandy Cape Lighthouse), Lower Mary 
River Land and Catchment Care Group (Landcare) 
and Park Rangers from QPWS. 
 
Weeds identified at the site were prioritised based 
on their potential to be eradicated (prevented 
from flowering), and their significance as an 
environmental weed (ability to form 
monocultures, destroy native species or alter 

natural vegetation type). Based on this, the program initially focussed on four priority species - climbing 
asparagus fern, Easter cassia, green panic and sisal. Green panic, in particular, is very difficult to control as it 
can emerge and set seeds within six weeks.   
 
Other weeds are removed if time allows. Mother-in-law’s tongue, ground asparagus, Madeira vine, and 
Gloriosa lily have also been reduced to low numbers. In 2017, progress enabled volunteers to add coral berry 
(which can cover large areas preventing trees from emerging), mother-of-millions, corky passion vine, 
Mossman River grass (burr) and crow’s foot grass to targeted weeds.   
 
One advantage of Sandy Cape over other sites on K’gari is that it 
only has single tenure, making it far easier to coordinate 
management. QPWS has mapped the weeds, with most located in 
six valley floors. These have been subdivided into 96 work blocks 
that have all been geo-referenced and named.   
 
Blocks are systematically monitored and weeded by the volunteers.  
All 96 work blocks are listed on sheets on a pinboard in the 
volunteer accommodation. When volunteers finish a block, they 
record the month and year beside the block name. Incoming 
volunteers then know which blocks were recently weeded and 
which are due to be done.  

Different coloured tape is used for colour coding, with outlier weed 
sites marked with flagging tape and a GPS location. Volunteers send 
their weeding report to the project coordinator with the block 
number, weed species, method of weeding (manual, chemical) and 
the number of weeds treated or removed. The coordinator records 
all data on QPWS forms before they are forwarded to the Ranger in 
Charge (RIC). Data is compared between years to track progress 
with an annual report sent to the RIC.   

Other than the program’s evident progress, achievements have included increasing awareness of weeds and 
their significance amongst the Sandy Cape volunteers. This has been enhanced by gathering weed samples 
(preserved in a folder) and general information posters.   

The historical Sandy Cape Lighthouse, K’gari constructed 1869 –1870 

Effort has to be commensurate with the scale of 
the problem – Project Coordinator, Don Bradley 
with sisal hemp at Sandy Cape 
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After 13 years, considerable progress has been made, but the program highlights the difficulty of eradication 
in remote locations and the need for a systematic approach. Progress has only been made with the dedication 
of the partners and with thousands of hours of volunteer effort. In 2019 alone, 14 volunteers contributed 
625 hours to the program.  

Weed management effort also has to be sustained over a very long time. Volunteers are still finding new 
weeds or pop-ups at the site such as flannel weed and red natal grass, and new areas where weeds were 
previously not mapped.   

The table below represents the total number of weeds detected (per species) during the 2019 calendar year 
and historically high numbers (scale) since the program commenced. 

Species Historical High 
Number/Scale 

Current 
Number/Scale 

Climbing asparagus fern 12,649 374 

Easter cassia 602 2 

Sisal hemp 2,915 3 

Green panic 1,213 35 (est.) 

Madeira vine 85 0 

Mother-of-millions 1,000s 1,000s 

Mother in law’s tongue 557 0 

Coral berry 10,000s 10,000s 

Corky passion vine 1,000s 1,000s 

Mossman River grass/burr 10,000s 100s 

Crow’s foot 10,000s 100s 

 
The project represents a considerable commitment by volunteers. Their effort will need to be sustained at 
the current level for at least the next decade (until weed seed banks have been exhausted) and the team 
can step back to monitoring and detection of new incursions.   
 
When lighthouse keepers manned their stations to protect mariners and ships at sea, little did they know the 
weed legacy that they would leave behind? A footprint that one day would bring people back to their 
lighthouses to restore the natural integrity of the island that they called home.   

Article developed by Sue Sargent in conjunction with Lower Mary River Land and Catchment Care Group 

Defying the dry and awaiting the wet 

The prolonged dry spell on Fraser Island last year took its toll on vegetation, but not on Guinea grass 
(Megathyrsus maximus var. maximus) 

Over the period July through to Christmas day 
2019, Eurong, like many areas in South East 
Queensland, suffered from a lack of rain.  Based 
on rainfall figures recorded over 10-years, June 
2019 recorded 25mm above average rainfall, 
last year’s total of 848mm was 983 below its 10-
year average.   

Every month in the second half of 2019 had 
below-average rainfall. July, September, 
October, November and December were the 
driest in 10 years. July was the driest since 2016. 

November’s 7mm total was 110mmm below average.  In the dry heat of November and early December, 
some trees shed excess leaves, branches drooped, and small shallow-rooted saplings and plants died. 

Healthy weeds. A clump of Guinea grass flourishing in the dry  
(Photo: David Anderson) 
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Guinea Grass in shaded areas defied the heat and seemed to draw enough moisture from the sandy soil and 
humid air, not just to survive, but to flourish. 

On Christmas Day, Santa brought some relief from the drought putting 31mm in the rain gauge. So far, in 
January, Eurong has received over 150mm. With the welcome rain, Guinea Grass had a head start on other 
vegetation, grew lush and long-dormant seeds sprouted and thrived. 

So, for the weed busters, it was “once more to the breach …” 

Article submitted by David Anderson, Fraser Island Association 

Zero Chemical K'gari FCRC Community Environment Program 

Rain, frogs, flowers, butterflies and a semi-retired British Colombian species-at-risk biologist! 

Since the last newsletter, World Heritage K’gari township Happy Valley has been deeply watered and awash 
with all sorts of sounds, scents and colours during and after the rain. Our beautiful Fraser Coast Regional 
Council (FCRC) Community Environment Program (CEP) sites are thriving and our team’s ecological 
restoration and nurturing of local biodiversity is showing its true colours. 

At first, there were heavy rains...then the frogs - with all night audio performances that gave us the biggest 
smiles but left us sleepless! Then came the heady scent and floriferous vision of mass simultaneous flowering 
of Acronychia imperforata (beach Acronychia) and Alphitonia excelsa (soap bush) along with other species 
flowering such as Parsonsia straminea (monkey rope) and lingering Alyxia ruscifolia (chain fruit). All this was 
followed by trails and splashes of colour crossing autumn crisp skies. All summer there had been a boom in 
butterflies but weeks of thousands of Tirumala hamata (blue tiger) migrating north has been an 
unforgettable spectacle - made even more spectacular as other migrating and local species peppered 
themselves through the tiger’s blue - Belenois java (caper whites), Catopsilia pomona (lemon migrant), 
Eurema hecabe (common grass yellow), Hypolimnas bolina (great eggfly), Papilino aegeus (orchard 
swallowtail), Papilio fuscus (fuscous Swallowtail), and the not often seen Danaus affinis (swamp tiger) to 
name but a few.  

For MRCCC’s ‘Find a Frog in February’ (co-ordinated by Eva Ford) 
and the CEP teams, the timing of so much rain was perfect. We 
have always kept our ears and eyes on frogs in Happy Valley and 
especially so, since our frog identification workshop some years 
ago with Eva. This February there was a very strong presence of 
Litoria caerulea (green tree frog), Litoria gracilenta (graceful tree 
frog), Litoria latopalmata (broad-palmed rocket frog) along with 
the exquisite IUCN listed (EN) Endangered wallum sedgefrog 
Litoria cooloolensis also listed as (NT) Near Threatened under the 
QLD Nature Conservation Act 1992.  Outside of February there had 
also been other threatened wallum frog species present - Crinia 
Tinnula (wallum froglet) and Litoria freycineti (wallum rocketfrog) 
both listed as (V) Vulnerable on the IUCN Red List and (V) 

Vulnerable under the QLD Nature Conservation Act 1992.  

All three of these threatened frog species are represented in National and State recovery programs which 
identify and address threatening processes, such as - poor urban infrastructure design and implementation, 
inappropriate fire regimes and clearing, the use of biocides in weed management and rising sea levels due to 
anthropogenic climate change - all of which contribute to changes in hydrology, habitat loss, fragmentation 
and degradation. We are in an incredibly unique situation here to live side by side with these fragile creatures. 
Frogs are struggling globally and they need our help. Our CEP teams’ restoration methodologies align with 
this and we stand firm in our commitment to preservation through the nurturing of natural processes on our 
sites and the enhancement of the exquisite natural amenity of this tiny township on World Heritage K’gari. 

 

The Endangered wallum sedgefrog Litoria cooloolensis 
adding to the Happy Valley chorus (Photo: Bree Jashin) 
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While there are other things to report, I will just mention the most ‘out of the blue’.  

A semi-retired species-at-risk biologist from British Columbia with an interest in restoration, heard about our 
zero chemical ecological restoration project and found her way to K’gari, and, Happy Valley after having 
walked from One Tree Rocks! She slogged it out with us amongst the Abrus precatorius africanus in the heat 
for a couple of days and returned to BC just before COVID-19 lockdown.  

Trudy’s work and understanding of the project was excellent and she was a real joy to work with. I was very 
much surprised when Trudy insisted there was a section she had not finished and that we needed to start at 
6.00am on her last morning for a two-hour session before being picked up by the Fraser Island Taxi! Thanks 
for your great work Trudy, and thanks to our dedicated volunteers and the FCRC Natural Environment Team 
who have all worked incredibly hard on the ground despite the heat, march flies and wild weather and to Air 
Fraser Island for always getting us all here. 

Article submitted by Bree Jashin Volunteer Team Leader, Zero Chemical K’gari FCRC CEP 

Fraser Coast Regional Council Biosecurity Team Update 

Unfortunately, the Biosecurity Tea will not be taking place on K’gari this May, due to the COVID-19 as 
Council’s social distance is 3 metres. Even the prescribed 1.5m distance can't be met in a vehicle, so there is 
no chance of Council being able to take four vehicles over or even sending two staff with two vehicles.  

The biosecurity staff really enjoy going over and seeing what has changed, what work (invasive pest plants) 
needs doing and catching up with anyone and everyone associated with the Island.  

On their last trip the team experimented with the drone and we are very much looking forward to doing 
more in that space, fine tuning data collection as they did last November. Plans are to be over in November 
again this year, but like William Tell said, 'Time will Tell'.  

The roads that the council team maintain were getting into pretty good shape with less invasive weeds on 
every visit, so the team hope that the island doesn’t remain closed for too long, as the weeds may creep up 
in abundance again.  

The whole island is hurting at the moment with little to no visitation from not only the usual tourists, but also 
the groups that help to make it a better place.  Though with low to no tourists, K’gari is probably coping quite 
well, allowing QPWS staff to get works done they usually are unable to.  

When our next FINIA meeting is due we hope to be able to meet in one room again. 

Article submitted by Col Zemek, Fraser Coast Regional Council 

 

 

Zero Chemical K'gari FCRC CEP project members hard at work amongst the Abrus (Photo: Bree Jashin) 
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PEST WATCH ALERT: YELLOW CRAZY ANT 

The yellow crazy ant (Anoplolepis gracilipes) is listed as one of the top 100 worst invasive species by the IUCN 
and the Global Invasive Species Database.  

Native to Africa, the yellow crazy ant has a long body and very long legs and antennae. Its name comes from 
its erratic walking style and frantic movements, with frequent changes in direction, especially when 
disturbed. Yellow crazy ants can disrupt natural environments, affect the horticulture industry, and cause 
skin and eye irritations. They are found throughout the Pacific region and on Christmas Island and are most 
commonly transported inside sea cargo. 

Yellow crazy ants are regularly detected and eradicated by the Australian Government's Department of 
Agriculture in port areas. They have spread extensively in Queensland since they were first discovered in 
Cairns in 2001. Despite Biosecurity Queensland’s ongoing treatment and surveillance, eradicating yellow 
crazy ants is no longer considered possible in Queensland. Infestations have been found at light industrial 
properties in Maryborough and industrial estates in Hervey Bay, so we all need to work together to make 
sure this pest doesn’t make its way to K’gari.   

Environmental impacts from this pest include the disruption of native species, including birds, animals and 
plants, and the fact they will protect sap-sucking insects such as scale and mealy bugs. 

Yellow crazy ants typically colonise moist, shady, disturbed habitats such as rainforest margins/gaps and 
agricultural land, particularly agroforestry.   

• Yellow to brownish ant with a body about 5mm long. 

• The abdomen is dark brown, sometimes striped. 

• Legs and antennae are very long. 

• The body is long and slender. 

• Walking style is erratic. 

• May spray formic acid when disturbed. 

The yellow crazy ant is listed as one of the world's 100 worst invasive alien species by the International Union 
for Conservation of Nature and is a restricted tramp ant under the Biosecurity Act 2014.  

If you think you have a yellow crazy ant infestation, please contact Fraser Coast Regional Council on 1300 79 
49 29. 

Great Sandy Strait Ramsar Management Advisory Group  

The Great Sandy Strait Ramsar Management Advisory Group (RMAG) aims to acknowledge the GSS as an 
outstanding example of a sand passage estuary in a relatively undisturbed state and implement actions to 
monitor, mitigate and prevent both current and emerging threats to its ecological character.  

Facilitated by the Burnett Mary Regional Group (BMRG), the RMAG has met twice in October 2019 and 
February 2020 with meetings to focus on the three main pillars of Ramsar Wetlands:  

a. Management of the wetland sites  

b. Wise use of wetlands  

c. Partnerships and agreements  

The advisory group will also focus on a new wetland health indicator monitoring tool and its application in 
the GSS Ramsar site, with the aim of introducing the tool to other Australian wetlands.  

The yellow crazy ant (Photo: NSWDPI) 
 

http://www.agriculture.gov.au/
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/
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The GSS Ramsar site meets eight out of the nine criteria for a Ramsar declaration, but must provide updated 
data maintain this status. The Ramsar Information Sheet (RIS) currently needs to be updated.  Updating the 
RIS requires input (e.g. threats, actions, knowledge gaps) from the RMAG members, and scientific specialists 
for each criterion.  

The RMAG members are currently working together to address information gaps about many of the rare 

species recorded in the Ramsar Wetland including the Illidge’s ant blue butterfly, water mouse, dugong, fresh 

and saltwater fish species, acid frogs, and endangered species including marine turtles, migratory shorebirds, 

sharks, rays, coral and swamp orchid.    

Don and Lesley Bradley from LMRLCCG are attending RMAG meetings and are happy to provide updates to 
FINIA members and opportunities for FINIA members to provide input to the process.   

Article submitted by Don and Lesley Bradley, Lower Mary River Land and Catchment Care Group 

IDENTIFICATION HELP NEEDED: The Dude with the White Gloves 

It will always be known in our family as “the little dude with the 
white gloves”.  However, that description is unlikely to satisfy the 
entomologists among us. 

This little critter was so named by our granddaughter when she 
was all of five years old and, at the time, seemed very fitting as 
well as amusing. 

It has the appearance of a wasp with a distinct “waist” and short 
wings and a prominent stinger on the rear of its abdomen.  
However, its behaviour makes it quite unlike any wasp I know.  It has white ends (gloves) on its two front 
legs. Its front legs bend back while its “white “feet” bend forward, giving it flexibility allowing it to very 
effectively “clean” its wings … if that’s what it does? 

Our little critter spends a lot of time walking on its four back legs while waving its two front legs with its 
prominent white “gloves”.  Its curious behaviour reminds me of the robot in the TV program Lost in Space 
which waves its “arms” about saying “Danger. Danger, Will Robinson” … if you can remember that? 

Perhaps there is an entomologist who can identify it. In any case, I will probably still be calling it “the little 
dude with the white gloves”.  

Article submitted by David Anderson, Fraser Island Association 

Thank You to Our Sponsors! 
 

As many of you would be aware, the Fraser Island Natural Integrity Alliance (FINIA) is a non-incorporated, 
not-for-profit, umbrella organisation for its partners.  As a non-incorporated organisation, we rely on our 
partners to support our activities for the Fraser Island (K’gari) World Heritage site, with no dedicated funding 
to support our meetings, administration and barge transfers.  Without this generosity, FINIA’s activities 
would be far more challenging, so we would like to acknowledge the following sponsors for their generous 
support: 

Fraser Coast Regional Council – who provide meeting venues. 
Groups and organisations - that sponsor the meeting catering. 
Kingfisher Bay Resort Group – who support many of our on-
ground activities with subsidised barge fees. 

 

Add to this our amazing contributors, volunteers and donors—a special place attracts truly special people.  
Thanks to you all for making FINIA work.   

A wasp needing a name – the dude with the white gloves 
(Photo: David Anderson) 
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Dates for the Diary 
 
What:  Fraser Island Natural Integrity Alliance Meetings  
Where: Town Hall, Maryborough  
When:  11 August and 10 November 2020  
For: For all FINIA members and supporters.  Quarterly meetings are a great chance to catch up and 

share what’s happening or should be happening on Fraser Island (K’gari).     
Cost:  Free (although we always appreciate a sponsor for morning tea and/or afternoon tea).   
More info: Please contact the Chair, Sue Sargent on 0429 462 041 or email contactfinia@gmail.com.   
 
What:  Bush Regeneration and Monitoring  
Where: Happy Valley, Fraser Island  
When:  16 August to 22 August and 18 November to 21 November (Sunday to Saturday).    
For: Peter Shooter leads these trips to help tackle the heavy weed infestation in and around Happy 

Valley. A group of up to 8 will share “Kurrawa”, a comfortable holiday house in the centre of 
Happy Valley. The group will work to contain a particularly aggressive weed with poisonous 
seeds, Abrus prectorius Var. Africanus that is heavily impacting on the vegetation but isn’t 
found anywhere else on Fraser Island. As the Abrus is coming under control, the team will be 
increasingly turning to eliminate large woody weeds Easter Cassia and Lantana. Fitness is 
needed to carry heavy chemical backpack sprays across steep terrain. 

Cost:  $300 ($200 for concessions) to subsidise costs.   
More info: Please send any questions to weeding@fido.org.au.   
 
What:  Bush Regeneration and Monitoring  
Where: Eurong, Fraser Island  
When:  Sunday 11 to Saturday 17 October  
For: FIDO has been conducting weeklong weeding-bush regeneration programs in Eurong since 

2005. These have progressively transformed Eurong and dramatically reduced weed threats. 
Based at Tallinga, the former Sinclair family home in Eurong Village, work will focus on 
weeding, bush regeneration, building the capacity of the Eurong nursery and continuing FIDO’s 
on-going environmental monitoring programs. The program is supported by Eurong Resort, 
providing dinner for the volunteers each night.  

Cost:  $300 ($200 for concessions) to subsidise costs.   
More info: Please send any questions to weeding@fido.org.au.   
 
What:  Weed Spotter Workshop  
Where: Reception Room, Maryborough Town Hall 
When:  10am to 12pm, 10 November    
For: Please join us for a FREE 2-hour weed spotter workshop with Dr Melinda Laidlaw Senior 

Ecologist, Weed Spotters Network Queensland Coordinator from the Queensland Herbarium.  
Melinda’s presentation will cover weed ecology, legislation, weed surveillance and weed 
identification.    

Cost:  FREE   
More info: For more information or to register your interest, please email contactfinia@gmail.com  

 
  

mailto:contactfinia@gmail.com
mailto:weeding@fido.org.au
mailto:weeding@fido.org.au
https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/plants-animals/plants/herbarium/weed-spotters/
mailto:contactfinia@gmail.com
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Funding Opportunities 
 
What: Gambling Community Benefit Fund 
For: One-off grants of up to $35,000 (inc. GST) for not-for-profit organisations to help provide 

community services or activities that benefit the Queensland community. To increase access 
to funding, the GCBF five funding rounds a year with the next one being with Round 104. 

When: Round 105 opens in mid-March and closes at 11.59 pm on 31 May 2020.  
Email: cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au  
Phone: (07) 3247 4284 
Website:  http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/community-

benefit-funding-programs  
 
What: Norman Wettenhall Foundation—Small Environmental Grant Scheme 
For:  Projects that enhance or maintain the vitality and diversity of the Australian natural living 

environment. Objectives of the Small Environmental Grants Scheme (up to $10K) are flora 
and fauna conservation and threatened mammal conservation with one or more of the 
following: monitoring/recording data, community education, community capacity building 
(training) and research/science.   

When: Opens 1 April 2020 (funding in May 2020) 
Phone:  (03) 5472 1316 - Elizabeth (Beth) Mellick, Executive Officer  
Email:  beth@nwf.org.au  
Website:  http://www.nwf.org.au/  
 
What: Australian Geographic Society Sponsorship  
For: Founded by Dick Smith, each quarter up to $15,000 is made available for Australian Geographic 

Society Project Grants. Funding provided by the Society for Project Sponsorship targets all four 
Project Categories: Science, Community, Adventure and Environment.  The society also offers 
seed grants between $500 and $3000.   

When: Applications are now taken throughout the year for sponsorship rounds. 
Phone: (02) 9263 9825 
Email:  society@ausgeo.com.au 
Website: http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-for-

sponsorship  
 
What: The Mullum Trust 
For: Supports projects which have significant, ongoing or catalytic environmental 

outcomes.   Grants are available from $100 to $10,000.  Projects with specific localised 
environmental outcomes are preferred, although projects which are locally based but have 
far-reaching impacts are also encouraged. 

When: Ongoing 
Phone: Mr Ryan Neoh on (03) 9671 6658 
Email: rneoh@deloitte.com.au   
Website: http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/ 

mailto:cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au
http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/community-benefit-funding-programs
http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/community-benefit-funding-programs
mailto:beth@nwf.org.au
http://www.nwf.org.au/
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-for-sponsorship
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-for-sponsorship
mailto:rneoh@deloitte.com.au
http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/

